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Larissa Mair Casting & Associates is a Toronto Casting Director For Film, TV and Acting Roles.

Larissa Mair Casting and Associates are a team driven by passion and a commitment to the work. We dedicate ourselves to listening and working with our clients to achieve their vision. Larissa Mair has been a casting director for almost twenty years. At Larissa Mair Casting and Associates, we take pride in discovering “new faces” and we are responsible for launching the careers of many talented performers. We have cast countless projects from feature and short films, television series, to animated series which have gone on to critical and financial success. We are looking forward to working with you.
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Casting Notice(s)

Casting Call for Projects












[image: Run the Burbs poster]Run the Burbs
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[image: A man stands in a boxing ring in the middle of four men wearing boxing gloves and helmets.]Cast of Tallboyz with our Director Bruce McCulloch


[image: Scientific skeleton figures of a sabre-toothed cat and an African elephant.]Endlings


[image: Four children dressed up as police officers and a doctor.]Odd Squad
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[image: Headshot of woman with long dark hair wearing a red shirt.]
Meet the Team

Meet the team at Larissa Mair Casting & Associates Inc.





[image: A silver microphone in a recording studio.]
Press

Discover latest press for Larissa Mair Casting & Associates Inc.





[image: A director's clapperboard in front of two actors on a set.]
Contact

Contact Larissa Mair Casting & Associates Inc to get started today.



























We’ve Casted For:


					
					[image: A film poster with four young children standing in space with an alien.]Endlings
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	[image: A film poster with four young children standing in space with an alien.]
	[image: An older man as an astronaut with white hair stands looking at a rocket ship taking off.]
	[image: A movie poster with a man and a women staring up in opposite directions.]
	[image: A movie poster with a young boy and an older man sitting under a tree.]
	[image: Four shrunk children standing on stacked books.]
	[image: Four children sit on a black stage in conversation.]
	[image: A brown haired girl wearing shorts and a backpack stands looking up to a dinosaur.]
	[image: Three young smiling girls wearing dresses standing at a party.]
	[image: Four children dressed up as police officers and a doctor.]
	[image: A man wearing a watch and black jacket stands pointing a gun.]
	[image: A blonde women stands on a balcony overlooking mountains and a large body of water.]
	[image: A woman with long dark hair stands in an elevator holding a blue basket with children's toys.]
	[image: Four girls sitting and working on a computer.]
	[image: A girl with bangs and long dark hair wearing a yellow t-shirt standing in a backyard.]
	[image: Two smiling children in a garden holding yellow flowers over their eyes.]
	[image: A Disney movie poster for Secret Society of Second-Born Royals.]
	[image: A male wearing a suit and tie and a woman wearing a green dress sit at a news anchor desk.]
	[image: Woman on cell phone standing with hand on her hip in front of a broken down red car.]
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Contact

larissa@larissamaircasting.com

Larissa Mair Casting and Associates Inc.



Website by Beam Local







	416-828-2795
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Contact Modal
Contact Larissa Mair Casting and Associates







Larissa Mair Casting and Associates Inc., 9 Davies Ave, Studio 305, Toronto, ON, M4M 2A6

larissa@larissamaircasting.com













































    